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Breeding rabbits

This short course was develop in response to a training needs
analysis conducted by the Department for Community Development
and Skills Training Resource Unit to various Provinces in P.N.G.
Rabbits are an alternative type of livestock that farmers need to
focus on. They cost less to produce and also use only a small area
of land for raising them usually at the backyard. The meat is very
nutritious and they can also provide a form of income for the family
through sale of the meat. There are six modules in this short course.p o box 1097, waigani
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Program: AGRICULTURE

Course: RAISING RABBITS

Module Code: AF016v

Module title: Breeding rabbits

Module 6:
Care of rabbits

Module 5:
Breeding
rabbits

Module 4:
Feeding rabbits

Module 3:
Stock pen with
rabbits

Module 2:
Build a rabbit
pen

Module 1:
Introduction to
Rabbit farming
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A1. Benefits of
raising rabbits

A2. Requirements
for raising rabbits

A3. Types of
rabbits

Competency Profile: Breeding rabbits

TaskDuties

A. Introduction
to Rabbit
farming

B1. Select site
for building a
rabbit pen

B. Build a
rabbit pen

B2. Build a
rabbit pen
(steps)

C1. Choose
good rabbits

C3. Prepare
pens and stock
with rabbit

C. Stock pen
with rabbits

C2. Handle
the rabbits

D1. Types of
feed for rabbits

D. Feeding
rabbits

D2. Feed
rabbits

D3. Cautions
about feeding
rabbits

D1. Mating
rabbits

E. Breeding
rabbits

D2. Care of
baby rabbits

D3. Raising
young
rabbits

D4. Culling
of breeding
stock

D1. Care of the
pen

F. Care of
rabbits

D2. Care of
food and
water

D3. Care of
the rabbits



Program: AGRICULTURE
Course: Raising rabbits
Module code: AF016v
Modules: Breeding rabbits
Duration: 2 hours 30 minutes

Content: E1: Mating rabbits
• Mating age for rabbits
• Best times for mating
• Assist rabbits to mate

E2: Care of baby rabbits
• Prepare nest boxes for baby rabbits
• Caring for baby rabbits

E3: Determine the sex of rabbits
• Identify female and male rabbits

E4: Culling of the breeding stock
• Replacing adult female rabbits
• Replacing adult male rabbits

Pre-requisite: There are no pre-requisites to this module.

Delivery Method: This module should be delivered using the following
Methodologies:
• Lecture
• Discussion

Instructor: The ideal instructor to deliver this course
• should have a Certificate in Tropical Agriculture
• Must have gone through Training Methodologies
• Or must be an experienced rabbit farmer

Assessment method: The participant will be assessed using the following assessment
approaches:

• Written/Oral tests
• Direct Observation

Assessment condition: All materials and equipments will be provided.
Assessment will be conducted in farm environment

REFERENCES: 1) Better Farming Series: 36
“Raising Rabbits”
Food and Agriculture Organization Of the United Nations
Rome, 1988
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APPENDIX 1: Training and Assessment guide

Learning outcomes:
1.1 Identify the mating age for female and male

rabbits

Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the trainee must include
the instructor to:
• Explain the mating age for female and male

rabbits
• Explain that the best time to mate rabbits is in

the morning and in the the afternoon when it
is cool

• Exlain that when mating rabbits always put the
female rabbits into pen of male rabbits

Assessment condition: Trainee must be given
access to:
i) information and handouts

Assessment criteria:
1.1.1 Mating age for rabbits is identified

1.1.2 The best time for mating rabbits is
identified

Assessment method: To demonstrate
achievement of the above criteria the trainee will
be given:
• oral questions
• or written questions

APPENDIX 2: Training and Assessment guide

Learning outcomes
1.1 State the period of pregnancy for female

rabbits.
1.2 Demonstrate the setting of nests for

pregnant female rabbits
1.3 Care for the baby rabbits

Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the trainee must include
the instructor to:
• Explain the period of pregnancy for female

rabbits
• Explain and demonstrate how to set nest for

female rabbits to give birth
• Explain and demonstrate care practices for

baby rabbits.

Assessment condition: Trainee must be given
access to:
ii) information and handouts

Assessment criteria:
1.1.1 The period of pregnancy for female rabbits

is stated
1.2.1 Proper setting of nest for female rabbits is

demonstrated
1.3.1 Procedure for caring of baby rabbits is

demonstrated.

Assessment method: To demonstrate
achievement of the above criteria the trainee will
be given:
• oral questions
• or written questions
• practical demonstration

APPENDIX 3: Training and Assessment guide

Learning outcomes
1.1 Demonstrate the procedure in determining

the sex of rabbits

Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the trainee must include
the instructor to:
• Explain and demonstrate the procedure on

how to determine the sex of rabbits.
• Explain that where there is a slit next to the

anus it is a female rabbit and where there is a
circle next to the anus it is a male rabbit.

Assessment condition: Trainee must be given
access to:
i) information and handouts

Assessment criteria:
1.1.1 The procedure for determining the sex of

rabbits is demonstrated according to the
instructions given on the instructional notes
of this module.

Assessment method: To demonstrate
achievement of the above criteria the trainee will
be given:
• oral questions
• or written questions
• practical demonstration
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Task E1: Mating rabbits
Suggested minimum instructional time: 40 minutes

Task E2: Care of baby rabbits
Suggested minimum instructional time: 40 minutes

Task E3: Determine the sex of rabbits
Suggested minimum instructional time: 30 minutes



APPENDIX 4: Training and Assessment guide

Learning outcomes
1.1 Identify and explain the features to

determine culling of adult male and female
rabbits.

Teaching strategy:
Learning activities for the trainee must include
the instructor to:
• Explain the features of female and male

rabbits to be culled from the breeding stock.
• Explain that sick or unproductive female and

male rabbits should be culled.
• Explain that when female rabbits are 3 years

old they should be culled.

Assessment condition: Trainee must be given
access to:
ii) information and handouts

Assessment criteria:
1.1.1 The features for culling adult female and

male rabbits are correctly identified.

Assessment method: To demonstrate
achievement of the above criteria the trainee will
be given:
• oral questions
• or written questions
• practical demonstration

Breeding rabbits

Remember that female rabbits are ready to be
mated when they are 4 to 4 1/2 months old and
male rabbits when they are 5 to 5 1/2 months old.
So, once your rabbits are old enough (and if they
are not sick), you can begin to mate them for the
first time.
The best time for mating is early in the morning,
or in the evening when it is cool.

When you mate your rabbits, always put the
female into the pen of the male.

Watch to see what happens. Usually they will
mate quickly. If the male mounts the female and
in a short time falls off to one side, mating has
taken place.
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Task E4: Culling of the breeding stock
Suggested minimum instructional time: 30 minutes

Mating

MORNING EVENING

PUT THE FEMALE INTO
THE PEN LIKE THIS

RABBITS MATING



As soon as this has happened, put the female
back in her pen and write down the date of
mating. This way you will know when to expect
the baby rabbits to be born.

If the rabbits do not mate after about five
minutes, put the female back in her cage and try
again the next day.

Assist rabbits to mate
Sometimes when a female rabbit is put into a pen
with a male rabbit she will hide in the corner and
the male rabbit will not be able to mount her.
If this happens, you can help them to mate. To do
this, hold the female by the neck with one hand.
Then, put the other hand under the female with
one finger on each side of her tail and push
gently backwards.
This will make the female lift her tail so that the
male can mount her. The drawings below will
show you how to hold a female rabbit for mating.

Baby rabbits are usually born about one month
after mating. However, they may be born a few
days earlier or a few days later.
About five or six days before you expect the
babies to be born, put one of the nest boxes that
you have built in the pen with the female.

Cover the bottom of the box with sawdust or
wood chips. This will help to keep the box dry
after the baby rabbits are born. Put a little dry
grass or hay in the box.

The female rabbit will then make a nest in the
box to protect the baby rabbits, using some of
her fur mixed with the dry grass or hay.
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Care of baby rabbits

WRITE DOWN THE
DATE OF MATING

DRY GRASS
OR HAY

PUT ONE OF THE NEST BOXES IN THE PEN WITH THE FEMALE

HOW TO HELP THE FEMALE
RABBIT TO MATE



The nest box is very important because baby
rabbits are weak and helpless when they are
born. Baby rabbits have no fur, they cannot see
and they cannot walk. So, they must be well
protected.

Soon after the female rabbit has finished the
nest, you can expect the baby rabbits to be born.
Stay away from the pen as much as you can
during this time and do not bother the female.
This is especially true while she is having the
babies.

Care after birth
After the baby rabbits are born, look at them
carefully to see that they are all well.

Here are some things that you should look for.
You should see
• if they are lying close together or far apart
• if they are warm and well protected in the nest
• if they are alive and well
• how many baby rabbits there are.
One very important thing that you should always
remember is never touch baby rabbits unless you
must, and if you must, make sure your hands are
clean.

All of the baby rabbits should be lying close
together. If they are lying far apart carefully move
them together.

A female rabbit gives milk to her babies only
once a day. If the babies are not close together,
she may not feed them all.
All of the baby rabbits should be warm and well
covered in their nest. If they are not, put the fur
and hay in the nest all around them.

If any of the baby rabbits are dead or deformed,
take them away and destroy them.
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LOOK AT THE BABIES AS SOON AS THEY ARE BORN

CAREFULLY MOVE THEM TOGETHER

PUT FUR AND HAY AROUND THEM



If there are too many babies for the female to
feed, take some of them away. A female rabbit
with eight teats can feed only eight babies.
You can move baby rabbits from one female to
another one that also has babies. If you have
another female rabbit with too few babies, you
can give some to her to feed.

However, the baby rabbits that you give to
another female should be no more than two days
younger or two days older than her own babies.
Gently rub the baby rabbits you are going to
move with some of the grass or hay of the new
nest.

This will give them the same smell as the new
nest so that the new female rabbit will be more
likely to accept the new babies as her own.
Sometimes female rabbits will kill their babies
and sometimes they will not feed them. This can
happen if a female rabbit does not have enough
milk.

It can also happen the first time that a female
rabbit has babies because she does not know
how to take care of them.
If she kills her babies or will not feed them the
next time she is mated, do not use her for mating
again. Replace her with a new female.
Look at your baby rabbits every day to make sure
that they are all well. Take away any babies that
die.
You have already been told that female rabbits
with babies need a lot of food. They also need a
lot of water to make milk for the babies.
So, be very careful with female rabbits when they
are having babies. Be sure that they can get as
much food and water as they want.

At first, your new little rabbits will sleep most of
the time and move very little. They will take milk
once a day.

When they are about two weeks old their fur will
begin to grow they will begin to see and they will
start to move about.
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GENTLY RUB THE BABIES WITH GRASS OR HAY FROM THE NEW NEST

IF ONE RABBIT HAS TOO MANY BABIES,
GIVE SOME TO ANOTHER FEMALE



At about three weeks, the little rabbits will come
out of their nest box and they will begin to eat
food in addition to the milk they drink.

From this point on, the little rabbits will eat more
and more food. So, be very sure that there is
enough food for all the rabbits to eat.
By the time they are six weeks old, the little
rabbits will no longer take milk and they will eat
all of the foods that full- grown rabbits eat.

However, you must be very careful with little
rabbits. This is a very dangerous time for them.
They often get sick at this age.
Make sure that their pen is always very clean.
Make sure that the food and water is always very
clean and fresh.

Never move little rabbits of this age. Leave them
with the female rabbit in the same pen. If you
move them to a different pen they may get sick
or lose weight.

When the rabbits are eight weeks old it is safe to
move them. Then, you can take them away from
the female rabbit and put them in their own pen.

You can put as many as six to eight young rabbits
in a pen of the size you learned to build in the
last booklet.
However, it is best to keep all of the young
rabbits from the same female rabbit together in
the same pen.
Once they are in their own pen, you can begin to
fatten them to eat or to sell. So, give them as
much food as they can eat and plenty of fresh
water.

Young rabbits are usually big enough to be eaten
or to be sold when they are about three to four
months old.
After four months of age, rabbits begin to eat a
lot more food. So, you should try to eat or sell all
of your rabbits by this time.
If you keep rabbits longer than this, the male
rabbits may begin to fight. So, it is best to eat or
sell the male rabbits first.
You will next learn how to tell the difference
between female and male rabbits.
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Raising young rabbits



It is not too hard to tell the difference between
female and male rabbits after they are eight
weeks old.
The easiest way to learn is to ask someone who
already knows how. If there is no one to help you,
the following items will tell you how.
Hold the rabbit in your arms or put it on its back
on a table, as shown below.

Hold the rabbit in your arms or put on its back on
a table
Notice that there are two openings just behind
the tail. The opening nearest the tail is where the
rabbit droppings come out. This opening looks
much the same in all rabbits.
However, the second opening of a female looks
quite different from the second opening of a
male. This is how you tell them apart.
Push down gently with your thumbs on each side
of the openings. You will see that they are red
and moist inside.
Look carefully at the second opening. Some
rabbits have a slit and some rabbits have a circle
with a small hole in the centre.

If you see a slit, the rabbit is a female. If you see
a circle, the rabbit is a male.

When should you mate female rabbits again?
As you have already learned, rabbits can have
babies often. Female rabbits can have babies six
or seven times each year.
However, a female rabbit must be strong and
healthy and be fed good food to produce healthy
babies that many times each year.
When you first begin to raise your own rabbits,
you should mate your females only four or five
times each year.
After you have been raising rabbits for some time
and you see that your female rabbits are strong
and healthy, you may be able to mate them more
often.
However, if you do mate your female rabbits
more often, make sure that you feed them
enough so that they do not lose weight.

Note
Remember, if you mate all of your female rabbits
at about the same time; all of your baby rabbits
will be born at about the same time. That way
you can easily move them from one female to
another if you need to.
Babies will be born four times a year if you mate
your female rabbits when their babies are eight
weeks old.
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Determine the sex of rabbits
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Babies will be born five times a year if you mate
your female rabbits when their babies are six
weeks old.

When to replace your full- grown female rabbits
If any of your full- grown female rabbits become
sick or do not have healthy baby rabbits, do not
mate them. Replace them with new full- grown
females.
Replace unhealthy females with healthy females

As long as your full- grown female rabbits are
healthy and have healthy baby rabbits, you can
continue to mate them until they are three years
old.

However, after three years you should replace
them with other full- grown females. You can
either buy new females or you can use your own.
If you decide to use your own, choose one or two
of your healthiest and strongest young females
before you eat or sell any of your young rabbits.
That way you will always have a healthy young
female ready to replace one of your old females
or a female that becomes sick. You can also use a
young female if you decide to mate more than
two female rabbits.

When to replace your full- grown male rabbit
Male rabbits can be used for mating until they are
about three years old and even longer if they are
healthy and the females that they mate continue
to have healthy babies.
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However, you should not mate rabbits from the
same family or your baby rabbits may not be
strong and healthy.
So, after you begin to use your own females for
mating, you should replace your male rabbit
about once every year. That way you will be sure
not to mate a father to a daughter.
You can either buy a new male or you may be
able to exchange your old male rabbit for a new
male rabbit.
Perhaps you can find another farmer with rabbits
who would like to exchange male rabbits from
time to time. However, be very careful that your
new male rabbit does not come from the same
family as your old male rabbit.

Note
Remember to choose rabbits that come from big
families of five to six babies that weighed at least
1 1/2 to 2 kilograms when they were three to four
months old. In addition, remember that new
females should have eight teats.
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EXCHANGE YOUR OLD MALE FOR A NEW MALE
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